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Ancestral worship and related ancestral rituals played a central role in Chinese culture. Historically, ancestral rites and ceremonies in imperial China underwent both social and intellectual developments. Traditional Chinese—including elites—emphasized taking care of the world of ancestral spirits through funeral rites and sacrificial ceremonies. On the local level, ancestral rituals promoted by Confucian scholars progressively penetrated village societies through the spread of clan rules, family rituals, and social institutions. On the state level, central governments actively participated in the campaign of ritualizing society and eagerly promoted particular ritual norms. Considering the significant role played by ancestral rituals in connecting state and society, the current book explores the making of ancestral ritual norms by focusing on ritual debates in the imperial courts of Song China (960–1279). Generally, it argues that court ritual debates among Song scholar-officials (shidafu 士大夫) empowered them with cultural authority to confront the state and reshape society.

Song China witnessed the beginning of a great transformation of ritual norms on both state and local levels. Along with the revival of Confucianism, Song scholar-officials actively participated in debates concerning various ritual affairs.

Thanks to these debates, a consensus gradually formed within the circles of Song scholar-officials: the court should rectify some key ritual norms to regulate relationships among the government, cultural values, and society. Confucian scholar-officials allied with the court to promote ritual from the top stratum downward. They considered imperial rituals the highest standard of ritual performance and understood the rectification of these rituals (zhengli 正禮) to be their responsibility. From the perspective of scholar-officials, imperial ancestral rituals served not only as a “pretense for cultural agendas” but also as a way of self-identification. In this light, court discussions and debates over imperial ancestral rituals transcended the private sector of imperial families and constituted one of the most heated issues in Song state policies.5

Specifically, I focus on the ritual discussions about a significant ritual architecture in Song China, that is, the complex of the Imperial Temple (taimiao 太廟). Spatially, the Imperial Temple emblematizes the succession of the ruling house through a display of the royal ancestral line.6 On the one hand, the Imperial Temple nearby the palace displays the authority of the ruling house by its grandiose appearance. In the orthodox Confucian setting of a royal capital, the Imperial Temple, the royal palace, and the State Altar of the Grain and Soil (shejitan 社稷壇) are arranged according to a fixed order, which is first documented in the Kaogong ji 考工記 (literally, Records of Artificers).7 The order reads: “the Altar is located on the right and the Imperial Temple on the left, the administrative palace is located in the front and the market place in the rear” 左祖右社，面朝後市.8 This placement identifies the Imperial Temple as one of the four fundamental architectural structures of a royal capital. At the same time, the Imperial Temple embodies the Confucian virtue of filial piety at the highest level of political realm: the emperor himself shows due respect to his ancestors through solemn sacrifices and ceremonies that are regularly

---

4. I have borrowed this phrase from Kevin E. Brashier, Ancestral Memory in Early China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2011), 348.
5. In her study of Qing 清 (1636–1912) court rituals, Evelyn Rawski distinguishes between private and public imperial rituals based on Qing official archives. Rawski, The Last Emperors: A Social History of Qing Imperial Institutions (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 264–68, 277–85. However, most “private” ancestral rites defined by Rawski still had an empathetic function that aimed to arouse emotions among members of particular groups. Non-Confucian funeral rites adopted by the Qing rulers involved physiological stimuli that contributed to a shared experience of the symbolic power of ritual. In this light, imperial ancestral rituals are at least “public” to their spectators, as they cast empathetic effects on the spectators’ minds.
6. As put forward by Michael Loewe, the Imperial Temple demonstrated that “the imperial house was of a more permanent duration.” Michael Loewe, Problems of Han Administration: Ancestral Rites, Weights and Measures, and the Means of Protest (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 9.
7. The Kaogong ji is the earliest surviving record of Chinese architectural and handicraft industries. Some scholars have identified it with an official record that was composed by the Qi 齊 state during the Warring States period. In general, it conveys an imagination of the ideal architectural settings of the Zhou dynasty. During the Western Han dynasty, some scholars attached the Kaogong ji to the Rituals of Zhou and made it the latter’s last section, the Dongguan 冬官 (Winter Bureau). For a textual history of the Kaogong ji, see Feng Jiren, Chinese Architecture and Metaphor: Song Culture in the Yingzhao Fashi Building Manual (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012), 26–27. Also, Wen Renjun 閻人軍, Kaogong ji yizhu 考工記譯註 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1993), 138–53.
performed in the temple. Additionally, the Imperial Temple serves as a symbolic microcosm that connects imperial clansmen. In view of the above, the Imperial Temple serves as an “intimacy-oriented political model” of Confucianism that connects ritual with politics between private and public spheres. In summary, the Imperial Temple and its relevant rituals crystallized the tension between cultural authority and political ends. In the Song context, scholar-officials utilized various discourses to conceptualize the Imperial Temple. These discourses included the political contributions and merits of imperial ancestors, the Confucian idea of filial piety, and the revival of ancient rituals. How did these discourses flourish in court ritual debates? To what extent were they measured and valued by Chinese scholar-officials? How did they shape the “rectification of rituals” within the circles of Confucian scholars on the social level? Answers to these questions constitute the main body of this book.

Why the Song Imperial Temple?

Since the Japanese Sinologist Naitō Konan 内藤湖南 (1866–1934) proposed his famous “Naitō hypothesis,” historians have generally considered political interest as the core value of Song “fractions” (dang 黨). As is well understood, “political factions” (pengdang 朋黨) played a central role in Song history and have attracted scholarly attention from a number of historians. Fan Zhongyan’s 范仲淹 (989–1052) Qingli Reforms (Qingli xinzheng 慶曆新政) and Wang Anshi’s 王安石 (1021–1086) New Policies (xinfa 新法) have generally identified Song factionalism with a direct political confrontation between reformists and anti-reformists, especially in the New Policies of the late Northern Song.

Nevertheless, Song ritual controversy over the Imperial Temple reflects another dimension of Song factionalism that was more defined by intellectual than political

---


11. For a thorough study of Northern Song factionalism, see Ari Levine, Divided by a Common Language: Factional Conflict in Late Northern Song China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008), 44–71. According to Levine, Northern Song politicians tended to conceptualize factionalism with polarized vocabularies for the purpose of persuading the emperor to support their interest groups and to expel their adversaries. Their factional rhetoric reflected their political interests on a conceptual level. In practice, Song factionalism was rather volatile—always changing with the times and the external political environment. Some historians have challenged Levine’s methodological choices, especially his focus on the use of terminology for factions. For example, see Hilde de Weerdt’s “Review of Divided by a Common Language: Factional Conflict in Late Northern Song China, by Ari Levine.” Journal of Asian Studies 69.2 (2010): 556–58.
factors. This study argues that the ritual interests of Song scholar-officials were more associated with their scholarly backgrounds rather than with their political stances or affiliations. Song ritual discussions and debates on the Imperial Temple involved scholar-officials from various departments in the central bureaucracy, including chief councilors, the emperors’ private secretaries, academicians, and ritual officials from various ritual bureaus (lichen 禮臣). It is worth noting that Song ritual officials did not hold lifelong appointments. As such, they should not be simply treated as a monolithic group of professionals. Scholar-officials who had never served in ritual bureaus may have been as knowledgeable about ritual issues as ritual officials. Generally, ritual debates between scholar-officials reflected how these officials formulated and promoted particular intellectual interests. Through a thorough analysis of these interests, this study reveals the intellectual confrontation between Song scholar-officials behind the veil of political factions. Hence, it offers historians a new perspective to understand Song factionalism.

As an intellectual discourse, Song ritual debates on the Imperial Temple is also associated with the identity of scholar-officials. Peter Bol’s significant work on the intellectual transitions in Tang (618–907) and Song China explores the formation of scholar-officials’ identity and the shift of a view of literati culture from literary accomplishment to ethical values. In the Song ritual discourses of the Imperial Temple, scholar-officials rendered a separate intellectual identity that transcended the boundaries of not only factional politics but also the strictly defined “schools” (xuepai 學派) of Song scholarship. In terms of intellectual identity, Song scholar-officials are more eclectic than historians have previously thought, if ritual interest is taken into consideration. Song ritual discourse of the Imperial Temple reveals some discrepancies between conservative and reformist ideas among scholar-officials. Nonetheless, that discrepancy does not necessarily concur with the conventional understanding of Song scholar-officials’ political and intellectual identities as represented in the Yuan-compiled Song shi 宋史 (official dynastic history of Song) and the Qing-compiled Song Yuan xuean 宋元學案 (Case Studies of the Learning of Song and Yuan Scholars). In this light, this study supplements and enriches Bol’s and other scholars’ research on the construction of Song literati identity as a kind of self-identification process along with the Daoxue 道學 movement.

Ritual debates over the Imperial Temple also inspired some Song Confucian scholars to promote imperial ritual norms on the social level. Anthropologists have significantly explored and enriched the research field of Chinese ancestral rituals. Historians have also made substantial contributions from various perspectives.

Nonetheless, the intellectual origin of the pivotal role played by ancestral rituals in shaping kinship organizations of late imperial China still remains obscure to this date. Recent studies scarcely discuss the “medieval” origin of these ritual norms, especially compared with the rich literature on the formation and development of different kinship rituals in late imperial China. The interest in tracing that origin has driven me to venture into the field of imperial ancestral rituals. Through a careful examination of Song ritual texts, I argue that intensive court debates over the Imperial Temple during the Song dynasty had codified some ritual norms for the ancestral rituals of later periods to follow. In this light, an analysis of the ritual order of royal ancestors in the Imperial Temple could shed new light on how some ritual norms were rectified on the state level to create a Confucian model of ritual propriety for adoption on the social level, such as the way of ordering ancestors in genealogical writings. Therefore, a study of the Imperial Temple and related ritual controversies contributes to a better understanding of the Song conception of ritual “orthodoxy” and “orthopraxy.”

Lastly, a study on the Song Imperial Temple provides us an opportunity to rethink state-elite and state-society relationships in Chinese history. Robert Hartwell’s classic argument on the longue durée transformation in the Middle Period of China emphasizes the “local turn” in the Tang and Song periods, which indicates a shift in educated elites’ focus from the central state to local society. This book reexamines and enriches the “local-turn” approach from the perspective of ritual studies. Since the Song dynasty, scholar-officials and ritualists (lixue jia 禮學家) had served as collaborators of emperors in formulating court rituals. Reciprocally, as Confucian scholars, these educated elites (shi 士) possessed adequate cultural capital that enabled them to construct ritual norms based on their own conceptions.
of cardinal Confucian values. This symbiotic relationship between educated elites and rulers ensured the continuity and legitimacy of the Chinese monarchy for hundreds of years.

Concerning ritual discourse on the Song Imperial Temple, ritual debates in the Northern Song consolidated a set of standardized codes that imbued temple rituals with Confucian values, especially filial piety. These standardized codes include oversight of regular and irregular temple sacrifices, the arrangement of ancestral chambers in the temple, sacrificial offerings, and ritual utensils. In the eleventh century, scholar-officials employed court ritual debates to assert their autonomy in modifying and rectifying these standardized codes. However, given the rise of monarchical power in the late Northern Song, monarchical authority gradually dominated ritual discussions on temple rituals. Correspondingly, educated elites of Southern Song conceptualized temple rituals within a socio-intellectual framework, under which they textually modified and codified the imperial rituals in genealogical records to symbolize their social prestige. After all, knowledge about temple rituals offered educated elites not only the cultural authority to confront monarchical power but also a means to empower themselves regarding their own pedigree.

The Imperial Temple: A Literature Review

Since the 1970s, political and social historians have devoted considerable attention to how ancestral rituals have been institutionalized and politicalized according to Confucian doctrines in the Middle Period of China (seventh to thirteenth centuries). In recent decades, scholars have published extensive research regarding imperial ancestral rituals, especially on how these rituals were connected to various political implications such as legitimacy and monarchical authority. Japanese and Chinese historians have approached imperial ancestral rituals based on a binary conception of Chinese monarchs as both the Son of Heaven (tianzi 天子) and the emperor. The works of Sadao Nishijima 西嶋定生 and his student Kaneko Shūichi 金子修一 demarcated the political and ritual identities of Chinese emperors in a public-versus-private conceptual framework. Throughout the 1980s and the 1990s, Japanese historians gradually shifted their focus from a general overview

---


of imperial ancestral rituals to consulting with specific rites and ceremonies. The endeavors of Japanese scholars in exploring ritual details have been echoed by ritual historians in China since the 1990s. Ritual historians have examined the institutional changes of imperial rites and ceremonies. Ritual historians like Wu Liyu 吳麗娛, Lei Wen 雷聞, Li Hengmei 李衡眉, Chen Shuguo 陳戊國, Guo Shanbing 郭善兵, Zhang Wenchang 張文昌, Zhu Yi 朱溢, and many others have greatly enhanced our understanding of dynastic ritual codes, ritual institutions, and the Confucianization of state rituals in the Middle Period of China's history.

In contrast to Japanese and Chinese scholarship, ritual studies in Western languages focus more on how imperial ancestral rituals were conceptualized in their times. In his pioneering work on Tang imperial rituals, Howard Wechsler revealed how ancestral ceremonies were utilized as effective tools to sustain legitimacy by retaining the dynasty's mandate from Heaven through a twofold worship of Heaven and ancestors. With its inspiring theoretical exploration, Wechsler's monograph remains one of the most important references in understanding the political implications of Chinese imperial rituals. Among other relevant publications in the 1980s, only David McMullen's study on Tang imperial rituals and Antonino Forte's research on Tang ancestral buildings can rival Wechsler's work in depth and scope.
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Compared to studies on Tang imperial rituals, studies on Song imperial rituals only proliferated after the 1990s. Patricia Ebrey’s early work examines the Song tradition of adopting portrait scriptures in imperial ancestral rituals. Song Jaeyoon’s recent monograph provides hitherto the most comprehensive description of some significant Song commentaries on the Confucian ritual Classics within the framework of state policy, including some key passages about imperial ancestral rituals. Mihwa Choi’s book studies Song death and sacrificial rituals performed in society and at the imperial court, with a special focus on their political messages.

Although much scholarly attention has been devoted to imperial ancestral rituals, debates and discussions over these rituals have received scant attention from historians. Christian Meyer’s work on the eleventh-century court ritual debates over imperial rituals is an exception, as it focuses on the court debates and discussions through which imperial rituals were codified and instituted. Specifically, Meyer attempts to link his study of Song ritual debates to factional politics and the emergence of neo-Confucian philosophy during the same period. Meyer has painstakingly reconstructed neglected aspects of Song ritual history, especially some debates on Song state sacrifices and the ceremonial music used in these sacrifices. Despite his efforts it is difficult to say that he has successfully confirmed his observation on the relationships between ritual, politics, and intellectual campaigns. The lack of a persuasive explanation of these relationships should be attributed to the fact that ritual debates were not solely dominated by political factors during the Song dynasty. In ritual debates, intellectual factors were equivalent to or even more important than political factors. However, a thorough analysis of Song ritual debates in relation to their intellectual context is still absent in related fields. This

26. Song Jaeyoon, Traces of Grand Peace: Classics and State Activism in Imperial China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Asian Center, 2015).
28. This is even more obvious in the study of Song ritual history. Wechsler and McMullen both focus on Tang state rituals, as well as Gao Mingshi, Gan Huazhen, and Kaneko Shūichi. Joseph McDermott’s edited volume concerning Chinese state rituals skips the Song period, regardless of the rich ritual texts that had been produced from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries. Joseph McDermott, ed., State and Court Ritual in China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999). Also see Zhu Yi’s comments on Chinese and Japanese scholarship for a lack of attention to Song imperial rituals. Zhu, Shibangguo zhi shenzhi, 37.
study of Song debates over the Imperial Temple fills the void and thus contributes to a better understanding of the connotative meaning of Chinese rituals.

Theoretical Consideration, Sources, and Structure

It is commonly said that Chinese emperors were sanctified and empowered by the spiritual power of their ancestors through the appropriate arrangement of Imperial Temples and temple rituals. The Geertzian reading of ritual acts as a manifestation of power within a theatrical state has some explanatory value in explicating temple rituals from a performative perspective. Nonetheless, James Laidlaw has argued that the Geertzian account of ritual in the Chinese context tends to overlook the complicated intellectual actions that were involved in the making of court rituals. In the case of the Chinese Imperial Temple, related rituals were performed within a conceptual framework of particular cultural references and agendas. Under most circumstances, neither these rituals nor their symbolic meaning matters. What matters are the connections between rituals and various cultural agendas.

Anthropological studies of Chinese rituals focus more on the cultural agendas of village ancestral rituals. In an early study of Chinese village rituals, Stephan Feuchtwang and Arthur Wolf have claimed that the targets of traditional Chinese ancestral rituals could be aptly categorized into three different kinds of spiritual beings: ghosts, gods, and ancestors. The separation of ancestors from ghosts and gods to a large degree reconciled the tension between this-worldliness and the anxiety surrounding the afterlife, as well as contributed to a sense of familial solidarity among lineage members. Generally, the Imperial Temple served the same purpose as village ancestral rituals in providing a bridge between the living and their ancestors. Thus, some social historians would hastily assume that there was an intrinsic interplay of Imperial Temple rituals and village ancestral practices. However, it is necessary to bear in mind the danger of overestimating the communication between court ritual norms and diverse ritual traditions on the village level. In fact, rural traditions of Chinese ancestral rituals mostly evolved from relevant practices of late imperial China, which differed significantly from their earlier counterparts before the sixteenth century.

Considering the aforementioned difficulties in studying Chinese imperial rituals, I argue that only if we see the formation of court ritual traditions as a dynamic process of intellectual endeavor in its historical context, can we understand it comprehensively. Beneath the apparently self-contained structure of ritual, researchers would confront the deep consciousness of those who set, performed, and manipulated court ritual for their own intellectual and political ends. Therefore, by focusing on how Song scholar-officials posited the Imperial Temple and related rituals, I aim to explore their mentality as ritual “manipulators” and their intellectual endeavor to transmit ritual ideas to a wider audience outside the imperial court.

Methodologically, I embrace a contextual reading of different ritual texts to reveal their intra- and inter-relations. Through a contextual analysis of these texts, I attempt to approach the decision-making moment of the authors who produced them. It does not mean that I intend to speak on behalf of Song scholar-officials in explicating their ritual texts. Instead, my study aims at interpreting Song ritual texts from their contemporary perspective and minimizing the impact of our modern interpretations. Borrowing hermeneutic terms, I try to let the voice of the past horizon reveal itself in a contextual space that is less influenced by modernity.

Furthermore, my study emphasizes the profound presentation and revisions of details regarding the Imperial Temple in Song ritual writings. Historians usually find liturgical details in dynastic ritual codes and commentaries on ritual Classics boring and insignificant. However, these details and commentaries were significant to Song scholar-officials. New-historicism argues that the “slippages, cracks, fault lines, and surprising absences in the monumental structures” of history deserves more attention. The “surprising absences” of liturgical details in the English studies of Chinese ritual history deserves some reflection. By focusing on ritual details, this book challenges one of the basic assumptions of Chinese ritual history: historians can portray a panorama of traditional rituals through an overview of some eye-catching elements, such as spectacular state sacrifices and some general policies of imperial rituals. This assumption implies a prescribed order that values dynastic ritual codes more than the liturgical details upon which these codes were established. In practice, liturgical details were much more important than official ritual codes. An investigation of these details in various ritual texts helps to fill in a missing link, especially in English studies of Chinese rituals.

Concerning sources, most Chinese, Japanese, and Western works on Song ritual history rely on traditional historical sources, including the Yuan-compiled dynastic history of Song, the *Xu zizhi tongjian changbian* 續資治通鑑長編 (A Sequel to the Comprehensive Mirror for Aids in Governance in Detailed Version), and the sections of ritual affairs in the collections of Song official archives in the *Song huiyao jigao* 宋會要輯稿 (Collected Manuscripts on the Various Aspects of

the Song Dynasty). My study is no exception. It relies primarily on the latter two, especially the categories of imperial rituals in the *Song huiyao jigao*. Additionally, my study uses the extant Song official ritual codes, such as the *Zhenghe wuli xinyi* 政和五禮新儀 (New Forms for the Five Categories of Rites of the Zhenghe Era) and the *Zhongxing lishu* 中興禮書 (Ritual Manual of the Revived Song), because they have codified some official regulations of Song temple rituals.

More importantly, my research introduces Song ritual commentaries and annotations to the study of Song ritual history. None of the recent Western studies of Song rituals, so far as I know, has systematically used the rich repository of Song private commentaries on ritual Classics. These commentaries provide abundant sources for my research on the formation of Song ritual discourse—to list some of them: Nie Chongyi’s 聶崇義 (d. 962) *Sanlitu jizhu* 三禮圖集註 (Collected Commentary on the Illustrations of the Three Ritual Classics), Chen Xiangdao’s 陳祥道 (1053–1093) *Lishu* 禮書 (Ritual Manual), Wang Zhaoyu’s 王昭禹 (fl. 1080) *Zhouli xiangjie* 周禮詳解 (Detailed Explanation of the Rituals of Zhou), Wang Yuzhi’s 王與之 (fl. 1242) *Zhouli dingyi* 周禮訂義 (Revised Explanations of the Rituals of Zhou), and Wei Shi’s 衛湜 (fl. 1205–1224) *Liji jishuo* 禮記集說 (Collective Commentary on the Book of Rites). Having been conventionally conceived as repetitive, pompous, and vacuous records of ritual details, these ritual commentaries serve as one of the key sources of my book. Indeed, a close reading of these commentaries leads to a thorough understanding of what the Song ritualists were thinking about while they were penning these words. In this light, commentaries on ritual Classics are not arcane materials of little significance. Rather, they are a fascinating manifestation of intellectual curiosity in a peculiar form—a form that has been well adopted and accepted by traditional Chinese scholars for thousands of years.

To better present a panorama of the Song Imperial Temple controversies, I structure my research both chronologically and thematically. I have divided the whole story about the Imperial Temple into three sections. Section One includes Chapters 1 and 2. Chapter 1 addresses pre-Song interpretations of the Imperial Temple settings and the arrangement of the ritual order of ancestors from the thirteenth century BC to the end of Tang dynasty. This chapter classifies two important interpretations of the ritual status of imperial ancestors since early imperial China: one primarily emphasized ancestors’ political merits; the other emphasized the factor of seniority and hence the Confucian value of filial piety. Chapter 2 briefly introduces Song ritual institutions and ritual officials, as well as early Song ritual controversies over fraternal succession and the discourse of filial piety. Through its two chapters, Section One lays the necessary foundation for the ensuing analysis of Song temple discourses.

Section Two, consisting of Chapters 3, 4, and 5, explores the disjunction between Song scholar-officials’ political stances and intellectual interests in terms of their
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36. The only exception is Song Jaeyoon’s *Traces of Grand Peace*. However, as aforementioned, as a pioneering research it focuses on the conception of state policies in Song ritual commentaries but not on ritual history.
opinions on temple rituals. Chapters 3 and 4 examine two influential ritual debates over the placement and sequence of Song imperial ancestors in the Imperial Temple in the 1070s, a period that overlapped with the heyday of the political reforms led by Wang Anshi and Song Shenzong 宋神宗 (r. 1067–1085). Drawing on these two case studies, I plan to bridge Song intellectual history with Song factionalism in a contextual way that helps elucidate how ritual debates both divided and integrated different groups of scholar-officials in the reform eras of the late eleventh century.

Chapter 5 deals with the general intellectual background where the ritual debates of the 1070s were rooted. It discusses several crucial interpretations about the Imperial Temple raised by Wang Anshi’s disciples from the late eleventh to the early twelfth centuries. This chapter also illustrates how Wang Anshi’s disciples as ritualists elaborated and revised his ritual theory and thus contributed to the revival of ancient rituals under Song Huizong’s 宋徽宗 (r. 1100–1125) reign.

Section Three, composed of Chapters 6 and 7, examines the Daoxue conceptions of the Imperial Temple and traces the intellectual origin of some key ritual norms in later Chinese societies to these conceptions. Chapter 6 focuses on the link between the eleventh-century ritual discussions on imperial ancestral sacrifices and the Daoxue conception of the Imperial Temple, represented by the prominent Daoxue scholar Zhu Xi and some of his best students in ritual scholarship. Chapter 7 analyzes the adoption of some ritual norms of the Imperial Temple in the Southern Song and Yuan societies. In the conclusion, I will discuss the repercussions of Song debates over the Imperial Temple in later periods, followed by a reflection on the modernization of Confucian ancestral rituals.
Yuanfeng Ritual Reforms and the 1079 Zhaomu Debate

The 1072 debate over Xizu’s ritual status in the Imperial Temple and the formal recognition of Xizu’s Primal Ancestor position foreshadowed a series of ritual rectification movements from 1077 onward. Officials and ritualists who advocated Xizu’s Primal Ancestor position were the forerunners who called for sweeping reforms of court sacrificial rituals during the late Xining and the succeeding Yuanfeng 元豐 era (1078–1085). Since the reforms were primarily concerned with the formulation of sacrificial rituals held at the suburban Altar and the Imperial Temple, they had been referred to as the “Yuanfeng regulations on the suburban Altar and temple rituals” 元豐郊廟奉祀禮文 in Song official records. The year 1078 marked the initiation of the Yuanfeng ritual reforms and witnessed the establishment of a new ritual department within the Court of Imperial Sacrifices, the Department of Prescribed Altar and Temple Rites (taichang jiaomiaofengsi xiangding liwensuo 太常郊廟奉祀詳定禮文所, hereafter cited as DPATR). In the same year, the court expanded the Administrative Office of South Altar Affairs (tidian nanjiao shiwusuo 提點南郊事務所) by subsuming into it the Editorial Board of the Regulations on the Hall of Brightness (bianxiu mingtangshisuo 編修明堂式所). Institutionally, these changes set the stage for the succeeding ritual reforms involving the meticulous discussions about a number of altar and temple rituals, including the concrete performance of court sacrifices, the symbolic meaning of the South Altar as a ritualized space, and ritual utensils and offerings used in altar and temple sacrifices.

In Chapter 3, I argued that the discrepancy among ritual officials in the 1072 Xining debate was primarily associated with their different understanding of ancient rituals. That discrepancy narrowed at the time of the Yuanfeng ritual reforms. Although the ritual officials in the DPATR came from different political backgrounds, they reached a consensus on the presupposition of reviving ancient rituals. None of them considered their contemporary practice of altar and temple rituals to be decent and satisfactory. Therefore, the crucial issue in the Yuanfeng

1. XCB, 287.7012.
2. XCB, 287.7029.
3. SHY, Li 2.28.55. Also see XCB, 291.7124; 292.7136–37; 292.7138–39.
ritual reforms shifted from the question of how ancient rituals should be understood to how they should be performed.

In 1079, the Yuanfeng ritual reforms reached the culmination, when a significant debate concerning the ritual order of ancestors in the Imperial Temple broke out.⁴ In this debate, three ritual officials from the DPATR—Lu Dian 陸佃 (1042–1102), Zhang Zao 張璪 (d. 1093), and He Xunzhi 何洵直 (jinshi. 1078)—disputed the ritual sequence of zhaomu of Song imperial ancestors in the temple.⁵ Notably, these ritual officials were generally identified with the reformist faction in traditional narratives. Their conceptions of the zhaomu of Song imperial ancestors not only shaped later understanding of spatial arrangement of temple ancestors but also the ritual representation of familial relations reflected in that arrangement.

**DPATR and the Yuanfeng Scheme of the Imperial Temple**

Emperor Shenzong initiated his reforms on officialdom and bureaucracy at the beginning of the Yuanfeng era.⁶ Meanwhile, he turned his attention to imperial sacrificial rituals—an aspect that had disappointed him since the day of his enthronement. In 1078/1, Shenzong launched the Yuanfeng ritual reforms at the suggestion of a remonstrator named Huang Lü 黃履 (1030–1101).⁷ Shenzong regarded the ritual reforms as part of a general revival of ancient Statecraft—a practice inspired by Wang Anshi’s active reading of the Rituals of Zhou.⁸ It is recorded in the Wenxian tongkao 文獻通考 that a ritual official named Yang Wan 楊完 compiled a thirty-juan 卷 collection to document all the memorials, regulations, and ritual writings

⁴. The Song shi dated the debate to 1078. SS, 106.2574. According to XCB, in 1079/1, Emperor Shenzong appointed Lu Dian to the DPATR to revise altar and temple rituals. Before 1079, Lu Dian served as one of the editors of the official edition of Shuowen jiezi 說文解字 (Explaining Graphs and Analyzing Characters). XCB, 296.7195. Therefore, it was only possible for Lu to participate in the debate after he joined the DPATR. Zhang Zao was only hired into the DPATR in 1079/1. So, I date the debate to 1079. XCB, 302.7349.

⁵. Compared to the 1072 Primal Ancestor debate, not much scholarly attention has been devoted to the 1079 debate and its influence. As far as I know, I am the first scholar who has presented related research findings. See Cheung Hiu Yu, “The 1079 zhaomu Debate: The Song Ritual Controversy over Ancestral Rites,” Western Branch Meeting of the American Oriental Society, 2012. After conducting more research on the 1079 debate, I integrated my revised argument into my dissertation, which was published online in 2015. I am pleased to learn that some Chinese scholars have recently started to pay attention to this debate when I came across an essay published in 2017. Hua Zhe 華喆, “Fuzi yilun: Bei Song Yuanfeng zhaomu zhiyi zai pinjia” 父子彝倫: 北宋元豐昭穆之議再評價, Zhongguo zhexueshi 中國哲學史 (2017.3): 18–29. In his article, Hua affirmed some of my research findings in 2012 and 2015. Different from Hua’s research, which is based more on Classical studies, I devoted more attention to the debate’s historical context and its meaning in the development of related Song ritual discourse. Moreover, I thoroughly investigated a Southern Song source that contains valuable records of the 1079 debate, which Hua ignored in his research—despite the fact that he did mention the source in his essay.

⁶. Emperor Shenzong selected the era name Yuanfeng from several other choices based on Wang Anshi’s etymological study of characters. Ye Mengde 葉夢得 (1047–1118), Shilin yanyu 石林燕語 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1984), 5.

⁷. XCB, 286.6999.

emerging from Shenzong’s ritual reforms. Unfortunately, this valuable record has been lost since the late thirteenth century. However, we can still construct the history of Yuanfeng ritual reforms based on the excerpts in the collected works (wenji 文集) of ritual officials and their personal commentaries on ritual Classics.

The Yuanfeng ritual reforms played a pivotal role in Song ritual history. Emperor Shenzong led the whole process of ritual reforms. From 1078 to 1082, Shenzong assembled a number of celebrated Hanlin academicians and ritual officials into the ritual bureau of DAPTR, including Huang Lü, Li Qingchen 李清臣 (1032–1102), Wang Cun 王存 (1023–1101), Sun E 孫諤 (1065–1096), Chen Xiang, He Xunzhi, and Zhang Zao. Additionally, Shenzong commissioned ritual experts like Yang Wan to further examine the regulations drafted by the DPATR officials. He also ordered officials from other bureaus to review the tentative conclusions made by the DPATR officials. Compared to the ritual debates in the Xining era, the Yuanfeng ritual reforms reflected more of Emperor Shenzong’s personal will in reviving ancient rituals. Under usual circumstances, Shenzong instructed his ritual officials in the DPATR to express opinions on rituals that he considered problematic, especially on altar and temple rituals.

Despite the diverse political backgrounds of the DPATR officials, they shared similar ritual interests in arguing for a revival of ancient rituals. Chen Xiang, the main drafter of the 1079 temple scheme and a myriad of other regulations of the Yuanfeng ritual reforms, was a typical conservative, as we have mentioned in
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10. In general, Yang Wan’s work continued the preceding practices of compiling ritual manuals in the form of yizhu 儀註 (ritual exegesis), yingeli 因革禮 (modification of rituals), and xinyi 新儀 (new rites and regulations). Concerning the Northern Song textual tradition of ritual codes, there was a tendency to favor the existing paradigm of ritual practices. Taichang yingeli, Lige xinbian 礼閣新編 (New Collections of Ritual Pavilion), and Qingli siyi 慶曆祀儀 (Sacrificial Ceremonies of the Qingli Era) all functioned as supplementary notes to the Song official ritual code of Kanbao tongli. However, Yang Wan’s work posed challenge to the conventional ritual paradigm that sometimes hindered the development of new ritual theories. Based on Yang Wan’s work, Su Song on behalf of the court compiled an official ritual code that summarized the accomplishments of Yuanfeng ritual reforms, titled the Yuanfeng xinli 元豐新禮 (New Ritual of the Yuanfeng Era). The Yuanfeng xinli textually integrated Yang Wan’s work into the Kaibao tongli: Ye, Shilin yanyu, 8.

11. XCB, 287.7012; Junzhai dushuzhi, 83.

12. XCB, 287.7012.

13. Historians have already noted the involvement of Shenzong’s own will in politics from Xining to Yuanfeng. In particular, it was reflected in the emperor’s attitude toward Wang Anshi and his selection of ministers. See Paul Smith, “Shen-tsung’s Reign and the New Policies of Wang An-shih, 1067–1085,” 447–64; Luo, Bei Song dazheng yanjiu, 97–108. In a broad sense, Shenzong also guided the progress of the Yuanfeng reforms on officialdom and bureaucracy, as noted by the Song scholar Wang Yingchen 汪應辰 (1118–1176). Wang, Shilin yanyu bian 石林燕語辨, Ye, Shilin yanyu, 202.

Chapter 3. Throughout his life, Chen strove to imitate ancient exemplars in order to “achieve a well-ordered world as great as the ancient one.”致治如古. Considering Chen’s interest in reviving ancient rituals, it is understandable that he enthusiastically participated in the Yuanfeng ritual reforms near the end of his life.

Huang Lü was the exact opposite of Chen Xiang. As an apparently hardcore defender of the New Policies, Huang was notorious for making false accusations against conservative officials and sowing discord among reform leaders. In spite of his opportunist character, Huang Lü was a formidable scholar of ancient rituals, especially suburban Altar sacrifices. Historical records show that he played a key role in solving one of the most controversial problems with respect to Shenzong’s ritual reforms: whether or not the South Altar and the North Altar sacrifices should be combined. By tracing back to the ritual performance of the Three Dynasties, Huang argued that suburban Altar sacrifices with different configurations should be separately held at the South Altar and the North Altar.

He Xunzhi and Zhang Zao shared views with Huang Lü in terms of ritual expertise and hostility toward conservatives. Both He Xunzhi and Zhang Zao were associated with the reformist camp. The elder brother of Zhang Zao, Zhang Huan 張環, was a close friend of Wang Anshi. Conservatives hence attributed Zhang Zao’s promotion to the Secretariat position to his brother’s personal affiliations with Wang. Politically, Zhang Zao advocated Wang Anshi’s New Policies and recommended Cai Bian 蔡卞 (1048–1117), Wang Anshi’s son-in-law, to the position of Lecturer of the Directorate of Education in 1082. Zhang further gained a bad reputation among the conservatives, because he collaborated with the notorious remonstrator Li Ding 李定 to prosecute Su Shi in the Wutai Inquisition of Su’s poetic writings (wutai shian 烏臺詩案).

He Xunzhi leaned on the reformist camp as Zhang Zao did. He achieved his jinshi degree in the 1067 palace examination. Considering Emperor Shenzong’s burgeoning inclination toward reforms in 1067, the fact that he put He Xunzhi in the second place of the first rank among all of the jinshi graduates somewhat indicated He’s reformist tendency. In fact, when the conservatives regained power in the late 1080s, some of them explicitly denounced He Xunzhi for his reformist stance in Shenzong’s reign. Liu Anshi 劉安世 (1048–1125) argued that most scholar-officials...
in his time considered He’s words and deeds as vicious; Lu further criticized that He was not qualified for any reputable position in the court according to “public opinions” (gongyi 公議). 22 Certainly, “public opinions” here referred to the judgment of the conservatives in the late 1080s, when the group of “Yuanyou conservatives” was at its culmination. In the 1070s, less-biased officials like Zeng Gong applauded He Xunzhi as “being able to respond to contemporary needs based on his interpretation of the Classics” (夫能據經之說適今之宜) 23 Emperor Shenzong also recognized He Xunzhi’s erudition in Classics, especially in ritual Classics. 24 Indeed, Shenzong personally appointed He to the DPATR in 1079/1, right before the initiation of the Yuanfeng ritual reforms. 25

Unlike Chen Xiang, Huang Lü, He Xunzhi, and Zhang Zao, other DPATR officials displayed certain ambiguities concerning their political stances. Despite his inclination toward supporting Wang Anshi’s New Policies, Sun E, a high-ranking official who previously served in the Court of Sacrifices, showed his sympathy toward the conservatives and attempted to protect them from being persecuted by the grand councilor Zhang Dun during Huizong’s reign. 26 Sun also had the courage to deny Wang’s interpretation of the Book of Documents at the height of the latter’s power. 27 Likewise, Wang Cun, once a close friend of Wang Anshi, disagreed with Wang’s political reforms but criticized the persecution of the reformer Cai Que through the literary inquisition of Cai’s poems. 28 Due to their ambiguous political stances, Sun E and Wang Cun were discriminated against by both conservative and reformist camps, and infelicitously had their names inscribed on the Stele of Yuanyou Partisans. 29 Intellectually, Wang Cun was of the same type of ritual official as Huang Lü and Chen Xiang. He agreed that the South Altar and the North Altar sacrifices should be distinguished from each other by reclaiming the ancient configuration preserved in the Rituals of Zhou. 30 More importantly, Wang Cun claimed
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22. XCB, 431.10421.
23. Zeng, Yuanfeng leigao, 20.158.
24. In 1079/10/4, Emperor Shenzong promoted He Xunzhi to sub-editor of the Imperial Archive. In his promotion edict, Shenzong praised He for his adroitness and erudition. XCB, 300.7306.
25. XCB, 287.7012.
26. Whereas Sun advised Emperor Huizong on the danger of clique politics and suggested the court reconcile the reformers and the conservatives, he was persecuted by Zhang Dun and other reformist leaders. SS, 346: 10984. Concerning New Policies, Sun in particular realized the benefits of implementing the Hired Service System (muyifa 募役法 or mianyifa 免役法) in local administration. See Gaoben Songyuanxuean buyi, 824.
27. However, Sun E’s criticism of Wang Anshi’s commentaries on Classics, methodologically, was still confined within the analytical framework of the Wang Learning. According to the Qing scholar Wang Zicai, Sun preferred to criticize Wang based on Han Confucian commentaries. See Gaoben Songyuanxuean buyi, 825. Yet Wang’s ritual and Classical learnings were mostly characterized by their adaptation to the interpretations of Han Confucians. We will address this in detail in Chapter 5.
28. DDSL, 90.1b; SS, 341.10873.
29. Wang Chang, “Yuanyou dangqi pei xingmingkao,” Jinshi cuibian, 144.15b (Wang Cun), 144.28b (Sun E); Lu Xinyuan, Yuanyou dangrenzhuan, 1.10a-b (Wang Cun), 6.11a (Sun E).
to have built a private family shrine (jiamiao 家廟) for his ancestors “in the ancient manner” (ru gufa 如古法).31

As one of the chief directors of the Yuanfeng ritual reforms, Li Qingchen unre-
servedly supported Emperor Shenzong’s plan “to follow the footprint, the Statecraft, and the cultural legacy of the Three Dynasties, henceforth creating a spectacular new order” 欲繼三代絕跡制度文理，燦然一新.32 Like Wang Cun, Li Qingchen emphasized the importance of reviving ancient rituals within and outside the court. The young Li had already underscored the decisive role of rituals in the promotion and demotion of clerks (li 吏) in his response to the palace examination questions.33 Li’s political career was characterized by his long-term services in most ritual bureaus, which also symbolized the key role played by rituals in the broad spectrum of Song officialdom.34

In 1078, Emperor Shenzong asked the DPATR officials to formulate a new model of the Imperial Temple configuration as a crucial part of his ritual reforms. Several months later, the DPATR submitted a scheme to Shenzong and asserted that it perfectly corresponded to the regulations of the previously compiled Xining yi 熙寧儀, a liturgical manual summarizing temple and altar rituals of the Xining era. Despite the negligible differences between the DPATR scheme and the Xining yi,35 the former is a likely replication of Wang Anshi’s conception of the temple configuration, which had been successfully implemented after the 1072 debate. However, the DPATR scheme distinguishes itself from the Xining setting in a crucial way: it emphasizes the necessity to lodge spirit tablets in separate temples, rather than in one single temple. Hence, it proposes an architectural complex of multiple temples and focuses on the ritual sequence of these temples. In 1040, Zhao Xiyan had already purposed to establish multiple temples. But his proposal was turned down by Emperor Renzong.36 Four decades later, the DPATR officials reignited Zhao Xiyan’s idea by memorializing a new scheme of multiple temples to Emperor Shenzong, who responded positively and called for a further discussion on the scheme. The DPATR memorial reads:

According to the Zhou setting, ancestral rituals of those who ranked above junior officials with honorable titles should be performed in this way: the tablets of grandfathers, fathers, and sons were placed in separate temples, in order to pay respect to ancestors and not to blaspheme them. As the Law of Sacrifices chapter in

34. Li Qingchen served successively at the Court of Imperial Sacrifices, the Commission of Ritual Affairs, the DPATR, and as the ritual practitioner of the mausoleum of Empress Gao (xuanren huanghou shanling liyishi 宣仁皇后山陵禮儀使), and the director of the Bureau of Rites throughout his career. Chao, “Zizhengdian daxueshi ligong xingzhuang,” 485b–489a.
35. For instance, in the DPATR scheme Shunzu’s tablet had already been removed from the Imperial Temple. SS, Zhi 59.2574.
36. XCB, 129.3059–60; SHY, Li 1:15.29.
Zhu Xi’s ritual learning and his explication of temple rituals left a significant legacy to his contemporaries. In Emperor Lizong’s (r. 1224–1264) reign, ritual officials referred back to Zhu Xi and his emphasis on Yuanfeng ritual reforms in dealing with ritual controversies over the Imperial Temple. In 1231/9, the Imperial Temple in Linan was burned down in an accident. Du Zheng (1166–1235), the deputy prefect of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices and an admirer of Zhu Xi, submitted a memorial to the emperor and claimed that it was opportune to reexamine the temple arrangement after the fire accident. Considering the fire as a bad portent, Du advised the court to reconsider Zhu Xi’s earlier opinion in placing Xizu’s tablet at the center of the Imperial Temple. Du Zheng suggested two plans in his memorial. The first plan was an adapted version of Zhu Xi’s temple scheme; the second plan was a compromise between Zhu Xi’s scheme and the conventional temple settings in Emperor Lizong’s time.¹ In a tone of regret, Du stated that the Yuanfeng ritual controversy in 1079 had not received adequate attention.² Among the ritual officials who were involved in the Yuanfeng controversy, Du highlighted the contributions made by Lu Dian, possibly because Zhu Xi had mentioned Lu in the “Dixia yi.” Hence, Du suggested compartmentalizing the Song Imperial Temple in a way that the front areas of each chamber would be combined into one single space to host the offerings to ancestors in state sacrifices. However, after some discussions at a collective advisory meeting, the court rejected Du Zheng’s suggestion.³

Du Zheng’s proposed revision on the Imperial Temple in 1232 marked the decline of ritual officials’ interests in temple-related issues. No court debates over the Imperial Temple had left their traces in the official records of the thirteenth century. Instead, the advocacy of establishing ancestral halls (citang 祠堂) gained popularity in southern rural regions. While a great deal of scholarly attention focuses on the social history of ancestral worship in southern rural areas after the thirteenth century, scant scholarship explores the relationships between imperial ancestral rituals and the social norms of ancestral worship. Owing to the vital role
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1. SS, 107.2589.
2. SS, 107.2590.
3. SS, 107.2590.
of the Imperial Temple in the rubric of imperial ancestral rituals, I am going to examine the “socialization” of the discourse of temple ancestral rituals in Southern Song and Yuan periods. As the term socialization here refers to a differentiation between central court and local society, the socialization of temple rituals indicates a detachment of these rituals from their imperial context.\(^4\) Although most temple rituals as social practices had not been widely instituted until the sixteenth century, some new understandings about these rituals had been formally constructed by Southern Song scholars and educated elites in various ritual texts. Still, Zhu Xi’s Comprehensive Commentary serves as a point of departure for our adventure in these texts.

**From the Comprehensive Commentary to Other Southern Song Ritual Commentaries**

In all fairness, the Comprehensive Commentary was a tremendous success. Not only did it crystallize the ritual learning of Zhu Xi and his direct disciples, but it also laid the cornerstone for the ritual scholarship of later Confucians who recognized themselves as Daoxue scholars. In the two major editions of the Comprehensive Commentary, Zhu Xi, Huang Gan, and Yang Fu generally understood the ritual intent of the Imperial Temple and related rituals based on a quote from the Doctrine of the Mean. As it is said:

> In spring and autumn, they repair and beautify the temple halls of their ancestors, set forth their ritual utensils, display their various robes and garments, and present the offerings in seasonal sacrifices. By means of the rituals of the Imperial Temple, they distinguish the imperial kindred according to the zhaomu sequence.\(^5\)

春、秋修其祖廟，陳其宗器，設其裳衣薦其時食。宗廟之禮，所以序昭穆也。

The subjects of this passage refer to King Wu and the Duke of Zhou.\(^6\) Rhetorically, the revision of ancestral rituals in the Comprehensive Commentary is built upon the authors’ interpretations of the Zhou ritual rubric. However, as we have analyzed in Chapter 6, Zhu Xi, Huang Gan, and Yang Fu compromised the basic idea of Zhou ancestral rituals with concrete ritual practices that had been recorded in performative texts, such as the Jiangdou jili and the Dadai liji.

In his celebrated commentary on the Doctrine of the Mean, Zhu Xi cited texts from the Jitong chapter to annotate the sentence that “by means of the rituals of the Imperial Temple, they distinguish the imperial kindred according to the zhaomu
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sequence.” Considering the significance of the *Doctrine of the Mean* in Zhu Xi’s philosophy,8 Zhu’s citation of a less authorized text in annotating a text under canonization reveals what Walter Benjamin called an “implicit interruption to the fundamental structure and context” of the established textual norms.9 By conceptually bridging the theoretical *zhaomu* notion mentioned in the *Doctrine of the Mean* and the operational *zhaomu* sequence described in *Jitong*, Zhu Xi initiated a synthesis of the “higher-order” ritual theories based upon a discourse of reviving ancient Zhou rituals and the “lower-order” ritual practices emphasizing consistency on the practical level.10 Theoretically, Zhu’s compilation of the *Comprehensive Commentary* gave the literati community access to the complicated theories of ancient rituals. His endeavors earned support from a number of Southern Song scholars, especially those who were also interested in remodeling their contemporary world through a revival of Confucian rituals.

Consequently, discourses concerning the Imperial Temple in the thirteenth century saw the recurrence of intellectual synthesis initiated by Zhu Xi’s *Comprehensive Commentary*. These discourses embraced Zhu’s general understanding of the Imperial Temple as a crucial part of ancestral worship in symbolizing filial piety. In fact, opinions of scholars and ritualists in the late Southern Song followed the framework established by the Northern Song ritual officials and elaborated by Zhu Xi. “High-order” ritual theories with an imperial context, such as Xizu’s ritual status in the Imperial Temple, still constituted a crucial part of the related writings of Southern Song scholars. Nevertheless, when it came to “lower-order” ritual practices, these scholars and ritualists invented new discourses connecting the theories of temple rituals with their practices. I will analyze how the explications of temple rituals in two Southern Song ritual commentaries emphasize the performativity of rituals.

The first piece of ritual text is the *Zhouguan zongyi* 周官總義 (Summary of the Rituals of Zhou), authored by Yi Fu 易祓 (1156–1240). Yi Fu’s contemporaries recognized him as a gifted but vicious scholar. Yi’s political affiliation with the powerful minister Han Tuozhou 韓侂胄 (1152–1207) and Han’s military adviser Su Shidan 蘇師旦 rendered Yi an infamous reputation as an opportunist.11 Despite his
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7. Zhu Xi, *Zhongyong zhengju* 中庸章句, in Zhu, *Sishu zhengjujizhu* 四書章句集注 (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, Anhui jiaoyu chubanshe, 2001), 31–32. The Daoxue scholar Yang Shi first linked the phrase from the *Doctrine of the Mean* to the *Jitong* text in his study of sacrificial rites (Wei, *LJJS*, 129.22a). The difference is that Yang Shi included both texts in the main body of the same paragraph, while Zhu Xi put the *Jitong* text as an annotation to the *Doctrine of the Mean*.


10. I borrowed the two terms here from Patricia Ebrey’s work on Chinese family rituals. Ebrey uses both “lower-order” and “higher-order” in referring to ideas. She understands “higher-order” ideas as those about general Confucian ethics, such as filial piety and the authority of ancient sages. “Lower-order” ideas, in contrast, refer to Confucian scholars’ conceptions of ritual details. Ebrey, *Confucianism and Family Rituals in Imperial China*, 220.

bad reputation, Yi’s achievement in ritual learning was remarkable. For example, the Qing editors of *Siku quanshu* acknowledged that Yi’s *Zhouguan zongyi* had succeeded in introducing an intertextual analysis of Classics into the study of ancient rituals.12

No extant historical sources have suggested a direct link between Yi Fu and Zhu Xi. But Yi had some connections with the Daoxue fellowship. As a senior student of the Imperial College, Yi developed his interest in the *Rituals of Zhou* in youth.13 In 1194, Yi began to serve in the secretariat of Zhou Bida 周必大 (1126–1204), the Military Commissioner (*anfushi* 安撫使) of the Southern Jinghu Circuit (荊湖南路, modern Hunan 湖南 province).14 Zhou had patronized the Daoxue fellowship since the 1180s, when he had been promoted to the Grand Councilor position. Zhou Bida’s personal friendship with Daoxue leaders, such as Zhu Xi and Zhang Shi 張栻 (1133–1180), led to his sympathetic view of Daoxue scholarship and Daoxue-related scholars in the 1197 Qingyuan prohibition of False Scholarship. Although Zhou and Zhu Xi construed “the learning of the Way” ways and sometimes disagreed with each other about the means to promote Daoxue members, they partook in the same campaign of pursuing an intrinsic learning of the Way.15 Zhou Bida’s wide circle of acquaintances contributed to the spread of Daoxue scholarship to other scholars. As Hoyt Tillman has pointed out, the full-scale persecution of Daoxue scholars in the Qingyuan era revealed how the Daoxue fellowship as a loosely defined entity gradually gained attention from its contemporary allies and opponents.16 Zhou’s contribution to the long-term development of the Daoxue scholarship might be small, but he spoke for the Daoxue interest in the central government.

Yi Fu’s early contact with Zhou Bida possibly accounts for his new interest in the Daoxue learning in ancient rituals. His extant work, the *Zhouguan zongyi*, serves as a testament to the influence of Zhu Xi’s ritual scholarship.17 Regarding Zhu Xi’s discourse on ancient rituals, Yi Fu was particularly attracted by Zhu’s hypothetical model about the temple of Zhou feudal lords. He cited Zhu Xi’s description of the model in considerable length in the *Zhouguan zongyi*.18 In explaining the setting of the Imperial Temple, Yi valued Zhu Xi’s model above and beyond the traditional
interpretations. Although Zhu Xi mentioned several alternative interpretations about the Imperial Temple of the Son of Heaven in his own works, Yi Fu disregarded those interpretations and concluded his commentary by arguing that the Imperial Temple of the Son of Heaven should strictly follow Zhu Xi's hypothetical model of the feudal lords' temple. Yi appeared to have considered that traditional interpretations could be replaced by better alternatives, such as Zhu Xi's temple model.

Regarding the performance of concrete temple rites, Yi Fu remarked on the conventional performance of temple sacrificial rites of his time. Yi argued that the first two offerings of the nine libations of ritual wine (九獻 九獻) in seasonal sacrifices should be abandoned, because the performance of the two offerings assumes the ritual procedure of guan 裸, which refers to the pouring of wine on the ground. Yi considered this procedure as inappropriate to solemn rituals like seasonal sacrifices. While in Yi Fu's time the guan rite had already been removed from the nine libations in the ancestral offerings to high-ranking officials, Yi questioned why the same rite was still performed in the Imperial Temple, which was clearly a more sacred space than the family shrines of high-ranking officials. Following Zhu Xi and Yang Yu, Yi linked the “lower-order” ritual practices of his contemporary world to the “higher-order” ritual theories in his ritual commentaries.

The second piece of ritual text that reveals the influence of “lower-order” ritual practices is Wang Yuzhi's Zhouli dingyi (Revised Explanations of the Rituals of Zhou). Wang Yuzhi was born in Leqing 樂清, in the prefecture of Wenzhou 溫州 (modern Zhejiang), where the regional scholarly tradition of the Yongjia School had a deep imprint. Wang's Zhouli dingyi is the most comprehensive synthesis of Song commentaries on the Rituals of Zhou. It includes fifty-one commentaries covering a wide span of ritual writings from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries. Albeit an admirer of the Daoxue scholarship, Wang Yuzhi had reservations about Zhu Xi's ritual learning. The most compelling evidence is that he scarcely cited Zhu Xi's work in the Zhouli dingyi. Considering that Zhu Xi's Comprehensive Commentary was published two decades prior to the Zhouli dingyi, Wang's oversight of Zhu Xi's ritual learning is unusual.

20. Yi, Zhouguan zongyi, 12.5a.
25. According to Zhen Dexiu's preface, although a full version of the Zhouli dingyi had already been compiled in 1232, an officially authorized copy of it was only published in the second year of the Chunyou 淳祐 era (1242). Zhao Ruteng's 趙汝騰 (d. 1261), the local governor of Wang Yuzhi's hometown of Le Qing, submitted a printed copy of the Zhouli dingyi to the court in 1242. Zhao's memorial and the court's edict illustrate how
In his preface, Wang claimed that his own *Zhouli dingyi* was written with close reference to Zhu Xi’s annotation format in the latter’s *Lunmeng jizhu* (Commentaries on the Analects and the Mencius). Intriguingly, while Wang was explaining his basic ideas about Zhou rituals, such as the priority of the Six Bureaus and the number of Zhou offices in the *Rituals of Zhou*, he tended to adopt the opinions from scholars other than Zhu Xi. He also had a special liking for the Yongjia scholars. Among the fifty-one commentaries that he had taken as references, twelve were composed by Yongjia scholars, including Xue Jixuan, Chen Fuliang, Liu Ying, Chen Ji, Huang Du, Zheng Boqian, Cao Shuyuan, Liu Ying, Chen Wang, and Li Jiahui. Geographical factors may explain Wang Yuzhi’s wide adoption of the Yongjia scholars’ commentaries on the *Rituals of Zhou*. Wang might have close affiliations with the Yongjia scholars who lived nearby his hometown and thus rendered their ritual writings more accessible to him. Still, it is necessary to ask why Wang Yuzhi overlooked Zhu Xi and the Comprehensive Commentary in the *Zhouli dingyi*.

The answer lies in the text of the *Zhouli dingyi*. If one reads the explanatory note of the *Zhouli dingyi*, he would notice how Wang Yuzhi emphasized the importance of selecting appropriate commentaries for each passage in the *Rituals of Zhou*. In his preface to the *Zhouli dingyi*, Zhen Dexiu summarized the intention of Wang Yuzhi’s work as to reveal the “public heart” (*gongxin* 公心) of the *Rituals of Zhou*. Zhen Dexiu understood the “public heart” as a shared value of Ancient Kings and the Duke of Zhou, which sharply contradicted the “private heart” (*sixin* 私心) of later scholars and officials who contaminated the true meaning of the *Rituals of Zhou* by their deviant learning and political maneuvers. By juxtaposing the “public heart” and the “private heart,” Zhen implicitly criticized the Northern Song reformer Wang Anshi as a deviant scholar who had annotated the *Rituals of Zhou* with his “private heart” and made erroneous policies based on his deviant understanding of the *Rituals of Zhou*. However, Zhen Dexiu ignored the fact that Wang Yuzhi’s interest to reveal the “public heart” of the *Rituals of Zhou* was meant to include as many interpretative traditions in the *Zhouli dingyi* as possible. Alongside Daoxue scholars like Zhu Xi, Zhang Zai, and the Cheng Brothers, Wang Yuzhi quoted numerous commentaries from the Yongjia scholars who were not well-known but were more familiar with the ritual theories of the *Rituals of Zhou*. In a number of cases, Wang...
This book provides a missing link in the history of the Middle Period of China. It demonstrates how ritual in the Song dynasty intertwined more with scholar-officials’ intellectual endeavors than with their political stances. Based on their own interpretations of imperial ritual traditions and related ritual commentaries, Northern Song ritual officials sought monarchical support to initiate a campaign of reviving ancient temple rituals. In particular, officials and scholars under the influence of Wang Anshi’s ritual scholarship emphasized the necessity of revising the layout of the Imperial Temple, in order to conform to the ancient setting that was recorded in the ritual Classics. Scholar-officials outside the New Learning circle also championed the New Learning advocacy of an idealized ancient Imperial Temple. Some of them were adamant opponents of Wang Anshi’s New Policies. The disjunction between scholar-officials’ political stances and their ritual interests provides a counterexample to the conventional understanding of Song factional politics as polarizing political groups. As I have demonstrated in my discussion of the 1072 debate on the Primal Ancestor of the temple, it was quite understandable for some late eleventh-century ritual officials to share a common interest with Wang Anshi and Emperor Shenzong in promoting ritual reforms—despite the conservative stances of these same ritual officials on the political level. In this light, this book illustrates how Song debates and discussions over the Imperial Temple and temple rituals differentiated scholar-officials’ ritual interests and shaped their identities on the intellectual dimension.

The Song ritual controversy over the Imperial Temple was also a continuation of previous dynasties’ discussions and practices on the arrangement of the zhaomu sequence of temples. I have thoroughly surveyed this continuation from different perspectives. Since the Han period, the conflict between the two approaches of meritocracy and filial piety had been borne on the theories and practices of zhaomu. Song ritual officials developed both approaches in conceptualizing the zhaomu of imperial ancestors and the placement of the Primal Ancestor. Three New Learning ritual officials who were engaged in the 1079 debate over the zhaomu sequence—Lu Dian, He Xunzhi, and Zhang Zao—interpreted the zhaomu sequence according to their individual conceptions of ritual texts. On the one hand, the Confucian
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discourse of filial piety provided a general framework for a hierarchical account of zhaomu and the familial relation between ancestors of different generations. On the other hand, the perception of zhao and mu as genealogical markers indicated a typical merit-based approach, in which the positions of imperial ancestors were determined by their political merits, especially in the case of the Primal Ancestor.

New Learning ritualists who had no chance to participate in court ritual debates also contributed to a discursive understanding of the Imperial Temple. In fact, their discursive interpretations of the temple and temple rituals not only blurred the disciplinary boundary of Wang Anshi’s ritual learning but also reflect considerable diversity and comprehensiveness. Through a series of ritual reforms in the late eleventh century, especially the sweeping reforms of imperial sacrificial rituals in the 1080s, New Learning ritualists drastically revised the imperial rituals of the late Northern Song. The reforms eventually led to Emperor Huizong’s pursuit of monumental ritual projects in the early twelfth century, including the promulgation of a new ritual code, the compilation of a new Daoist Canon, the call for a reform on liturgical music, and the endeavor to build an independent Luminous Hall of sacrifice.1

Eventually, immense attention to the Imperial Temple in the Northern Song resulted in the proliferation of related discourses in the Southern Song. The correlation between New Learning and Daoxue ritual scholarship is worth noting. In the canonic synthesis of Daoxue ritual scholarship, the Comprehensive Commentary and Explanation of the Rites and Ceremonies, New Learning and Daoxue converged on the Imperial Temple issue. Furthermore, along with the Daoxue interpretation of the Imperial Temple, the Southern Song and early Yuan witnessed a conceptual shift in the understanding of temple rituals from political agendas to social applications. I have termed this shift as “socialization” in this book. Southern Song and Yuan educated elites incorporated temple rituals into family precepts and lineage regulations for the consolidation of descent groups and lineage organizations. Since the Yuan period, in local ancestral halls and cemetery grounds, the tension between merit-based and filial-based approaches in understanding temple rituals was less intense. This is reflected in the obscure merits of lineage members from a political perspective, and because filial piety itself was more regarded as a merit in most lineage regulations.2

The “socialization” of temple rituals continued in late imperial China. In his pioneering study of Ming and Qing ritual studies, Chow Kai-wing has argued that “the ascendancy of ritualism also contributed significantly to the growth of the lineage-oriented ancestral cult, which helped reshape the relationship between the imperial

state and the gentry at the local level." The socialization of imperial ancestral cults among the gentry and the commoners accompanied the ascendency of what Chow has described as "ritualism." The zhaomu discourse in the writings of Ming and Qing ritualists exemplify this phenomenon. For example, Ji Ben 季本 (1485–1563), a Ming Confucian who has been generally considered a follower of Wang Shouren’s 王守仁 (1472–1529) scholarship, criticized how previous Confucians from Lin Yin to Zhu Xi had misinterpreted zhaomu by confining it to the imperial domain. Possibly influenced by the Great Ritual Controversy (dali yi 大禮議) of the 1520s and the 1530s, Ji Ben advocated for a general revival of Confucian rituals. He also asserted that an ideal zhaomu reflecting "the ultimate virtues of all-under-Heaven" (tianxia zhi dadao 天下之達道) should be applied to families from any social background. Ji Ben argued that zhaomu could be practiced in local lineages and families on a smaller scale, as it was commonly practiced in state sacrifices and ancestral rituals in the Imperial Temple.

A detailed analysis of Ji Ben’s zhaomu theory would be beyond the scope of this book. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that Ji paid special attention to the 1079 debate and Zhu Xi’s response to it. He agreed with Lu Dian that the differentiation of zhao and mu designations indicates a familial relationship between father- and son-ancestors. Regarding his contemporary practices of ancestral rituals, Ji Ben proposed a relaxation of regulations on the orientation of ancestral buildings, in which zhao and mu ancestors are not strictly arranged to the left and right sides of the Primal Ancestor. According to Ji, the zhaomu arrangement depends on the geographical landscape where the ancestral buildings are located. As Ji argued, the ultimate goal of adopting zhaomu and other temple rituals in local ancestral buildings is to unveil the virtue of filial piety in all circumstances.

Ji Ben advocated for a general adoption of zhaomu in the ancestral-cult practices of the sixteenth-century society. At the same time, the Ming court was revising

---

4. Plenty of research has been done on the Great Rituals controversy of the mid-Ming period. Carney Fisher’s early work still stands out as the most detailed description of the controversy among Western-language works. See Fisher, The Chosen One: Succession and Adoption in the Court of Ming Shizong (Sydney: Allen and Unwin 1990). An interesting article examines the controversy by taking it as the final chapter of a peculiar practice of mass demonstration of Ming scholar-officials, namely fuque 扶闕 (literally, to prostrate in a kneeling position at the imperial gate for the purpose of presenting a compelling plea to the throne). John Dardess, “Protesting to the Death: The fuque in Ming Political History,” Ming Studies (2003:1): 86–125, especially 109–19. David Faure links the Great Rituals controversy to the general revival of Confucian rites and related social transformation after the 1530s. Faure, Emperor and Ancestor, 100–108. His work inspires me to understand Ji Ben’s writings about temple rituals.
5. Ji Ben, Miaozhi kaoyi 廟制考議, Siku quanshu camu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書 (Tainan: Zhuangyan wenhua shiye youxian gongsi, 1997), 105:16b. The phrase “the ultimate virtues of all-under-Heaven” comes from the Doctrine of the Mean, which originally refers to “the virtue of harmony” (he 和).
7. As Ji Ben put it, “It is appropriate to build temples according to the sequence of ancestors, but not the reverse—that is, to place ancestors into fixed temple space” 以人定廟，則可；以廟定人，則不可. Ji, Miaozhi kaoyi, 105:18b–19a.
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